BROWN

Brown Panel Carrel
with metal reveals.

Brown Panel Tables with reveal options, below and right,
shown with Ella Arm Chair.

Brown Leg Base Study Table with data port option.

BROWN
The Brown Collection makes a bold statement with a design motif
achieved through the use of reveals. Horizontal and vertical reveal
details accent table base ends, showcasing a strong, clean line design.
Originally designed for the U.S. Courthouse Libraries, the Brown
Collection featured contemporary solid wood, panel tables. Inset wood
veneer tops and solid wood square edges grace each table giving the
collection its handsome yet simple style.

Melding metal and wood, the Brown Collection bridges the gap between
traditional and contemporary. Optional metal reveals serve to highlight
the Brown Collection’s flawless lines and solid construction. Striking and
enduring, the Brown Collection includes study tables, book tables, carrels,
atlas and dictionary stands, end panels, shelving and reference desks.
Visit www.agati.com to see more.

Collection

Brown Study Tables with Curtis Chairs. Augustana College, Souix Falls, SD.

Panel Study Table

Leg Base Study Table

Round X-Base Table

Panel Carrel

End Panel

AGATI is defined by versatility. Designs combine a unique blend of aesthetics and engineering,
distinguished by their eclectic styles. Inspired by the need for furniture that is both timeless
and universal, AGATI is committed to the design and engineering of each and every piece.
Furniture built to last a lifetime means investing in the future. AGATI is dedicated to implementing
sound environmental practices such as utilizing domestic reforested lumber, as well as reusable
packaging materials. AGATI believes in helping preserve resources at no expense to the integrity
of the product or the satisfaction of the customer.

Celebrated for its design. Chosen for its quality.
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